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Arist Dethleffs invented caravanning in 1931
So he could always have his family by his side on business trips, Arist Dethleffs invented the first “Wohnauto” caravan, inspiring a
whole new type of holiday. The horsewhip and ski pole maker’s innovation was a pioneering achievement in a success story that
continues to be written to this day.

Not without
my family!

An idea goes
into production
Wherever the Dethleffs family headed in their caravan, curious
people surrounded the vehicle. The prototype generated a
lot of interest and gained more and more followers. The idea
turned into a company, and the company became an entire
leisure and holiday industry.

“ARIST DETHLEFFS TURNED AN IDEA INTO
A MOVEMENT. HIS PIONEERING SPIRIT
LIVES ON AT DETHLEFFS AND HAS SINCE
THRILLED MILLIONS.”

Alexander Leopold
President
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HISTORY/EXPERTISE

90 years of experience,
reliability & service
Welcome to the
Dethleffs feeling
A Dethleffs recreational vehicle feels
good from the very first moment.
Because our products feature great
quality as well as great prices.
Our service team does everything
to ensure our customers have
sensational holiday experiences on
the road, while the product range
offers the right vehicle for every
situation and every need.

Heading into the future with a pioneering spirit
Our plant in Isny im Allgäu is one of the most
cutting-edge production sites for recreational
vehicles in Europe and has always been committed
to the highest quality standards. More than 55,000
camper vans have been developed and produced
here over the past 17 years.

30 ha

e-art
State-of-th n
productio

More than 90 caravan
and motorhome models
for unique holiday
moments on the road.
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The new
Globevan –
the new friend
of the family.
Dethleffs enters a new segment with the Globevan:
urban campers. These compact vehicles are equally
ideal for everyday family use and for camping trips –
a Dethleffs for every day.
Dethleffs have been developing and manufacturing
urban campers and camper vans for 17 years.
The longstanding experience from more than
55,000 vehicles produced went into the development
of the Globevan.
Clever details, a high level of flexibility for everyday
and leisure use – with the usual Dethleffs quality of
course. Look forward to the new urban camper from
Dethleffs.
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The new Globevan.
The Dethleffs for every day.
roof rails on both sides

reversing camera and towbar

16" alloy wheels
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GLOBEVAN

Extensive
standard
features
pop top roof with panorama
function and two berths

130 HP 6-gear manual transmission

bi-xenon headlights on the Camp Two version

70 l fuel tank

bumpers and external mirror painted in vehicle colour
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F E AT U R E S

Comfort & safety
Long journeys and everyday city traffic: Anyone who drives their vehicle a lot attaches great importance to modern safety and assistance
systems as well as comfortable and convenient equipment. The Dethleffs Globevan features an extensive standard package.
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Integrated control panel and audio remote control on
the steering wheel, Lane Assist with Driver Alert and
High Beam Assist, Emergency Brake Assist including
emergency brake light, Hill Start Assist, Park Pilot System
at front and rear
Ford audio system with DAB+, reversing camera with
image transmission of the rearward driving path on the
multifunction display, air conditioning including dust and
pollen filter

TECHNOLOGY
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Control panel and state-of-charge indicator for the
living room battery, diesel parking heater

4

Additional USB ports, 12 V and 230 V sockets supply
sufficient energy at all times
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TECHNOLOGY 9
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SPACE SENSATION
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INTERIOR

Space sensation
The lounge or bedroom has four berths and a comfortable,
wide sleeping area for outings with family and friends.

1

Together with the sleep bench and the rotating front seats, this
creates a generously sized living area with full standing height.

2

The airline rail system allows variable positions of the sleep bench.
The 140 cm wide sleeping area sets new standards.

3
3

Two storage boxes attached with knurled screws offer plenty of
space for everything that has to be easily accessible and can also
be used as stools outside of the vehicle.
SPACE SENSATION 11

Compact camper.
Great freedom.
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INTERIOR

6-5-4-3-2 in one
Flexible and versatile. Two to six seats for everyday life or plenty of room for hobbies and moving house.*

1

6-seater for friends, friends of friends, young and old
football fans, days out with the whole family*

3

4-seater: The standard setup with four seats and four berths

2

5-seater: When you need that extra seat*

4

2-seater: The sleep bench and seats can be removed easily
and create a large storage space even for unusual hobbies.

1
* Regarding the availability of a 5th and 6th seat please contact your Dethleffs dealer: www.dethleffs.com/dealers
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INTERIOR
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S L E E P I N G & CO O K I N G & S H O W E R I N G

At home anywhere.
Stay where you like it best. Whether a spontaneously extended day out, a long weekend that should not be wasted by staying in
the city or that long-awaited journey south – clever solutions ensure relaxed feel-good moments.

1

2

3
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A pull-out gas burner in the rear with piezo igniter –
space-saving and always ready for preparing coffee,
tea or a delicious meal.
A 32-litre compressor cool box (cooling and freezing)
can also be used outside of the vehicle thanks to
the adapter plate. As an alternative, there is enough
space here for two storage boxes.
A 95 Ah living room battery and an 1.8 l gas bottle in
space-saving storage ensure independent camping
pleasure.
The space under the sleep bench extension offers
plenty of space for luggage, shopping and all those
things you always need with you.

1
5
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Unusual in this segment and very convenient –
the outdoor shower with 16 l tank.
A camping table concealed on the right-hand wall
turns the lounge area in the vehicle into a dining room
in no time at all. But ideally, the three-legged table
should be used wherever you have the best view.

2
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SLEEPING & COOKING & SHOWERING
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4
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The new
Globevan.
Enough space
for any hobby.
Flexible space options make the Globevan a highly
versatile vehicle. Clever details prove every day that our
designers know how to optimise the use of space.
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A CC E S S O R I E S

Would you like
some more?
Dethleffs Original Accessories offer clever camping gadgets and the perfect accessories for your Globevan.
Tailor your vehicle to suit your personal needs so that you can always feel at home on the road.

1
2

Awning with bracket for sunny days
The rear pocket is nothing less but a textile wardrobe:
With numerous storage compartments and an integrated
blind for the rear window, this original accessory is a
true multi-talent. When it is not in use, the pocket can
be stretched away flat.

3

An additional luggage net under the headliner makes
optimum use of all existing storage options.

4

The thermal insulation and window blinds for the entire
vehicle keep prying eyes out and cosy temperatures in.

5

Topper for the lower sleeping area –
more comfort for relaxed nights

6

Lashing eyes keep cargo where it belongs.

7

The roof carrier system consists of a base rail and
roof carrier, for up to 50 kg of additional load.

8

The bicycle carrier for the tow bar can optionally
hold up to four bicycles.

1

Find more accessories for your Globevan online at
www.dethleffs-original-zubehoer.com/en

2
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ACCESSORIES
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Dethleffs
partner
network.
Close and
personal.
Well over 300 Dethleffs dealerships offer professional
advice and expert help when you need it. And the spare
parts service can ensure that the right spare parts are
delivered to the right place overnight.
Dethleffs customers have appreciated this outstanding
service for decades. After all, we have always taken
customer service literally.
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Technical specifications

Description
Engine

Globevan

Engine

FORD TRANSIT CUSTOM 2.0L D 6-speed manual transmission

Power

130 HP (96 kW)

Emissions standard

Euro 6d-final

Dimensions
Vehicle length

497 cm

Vehicle width

227 cm

Vehicle height

210 cm

Inner height with the roof lifted

240 cm

Mass in running order
Payload

2,518 kg manual / 2,558 kg automatic
672 kg manual / 682 kg automatic

Total mass

3,190 kg manual / 3,240 kg automatic

Gross combination weight

5,240 kg manual / 4,240 kg automatic

Wheelbase
Maximum number of passengers
Berths
Bottom sleeping area (L x W)
Top sleeping area (L x W)
Towing capacity braked/unbraked
Tyres
Fuel tank

293 cm
4
4
210 x 130 cm
200 x 125 cm
2,500 (750) kg manual / 1,800 (750) kg automatic
6.5J x 16 alloy wheels with 215/65 R16 tyres
70 l

Equipment
Fresh water tank
Cool box
Battery capacity

16 litres
32 litres (Camp Two only)
95 Ah

Number of 12 V sockets

2

Number of 230 V sockets

1

Number of USB ports

5
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Design
Renolit Makalu Pearl Grey décor

Furniture décor

Camp One

Frost White

Upholstery

Camp Two

Magnetic Grey Metallic

DESIGN 2 5

Standard features
Basic vehicle

Safety

Leather steering wheel

Emergency Brake Assist incl. emergency brake light

Seat package 13 – 4-way manually adjustable driver seat, with lumbar support and
tray in dual front passenger seat – fabric seat covers in Ebony (black)

Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) with traction control system (TCS) incl. seatbelt
pretensioner and force limiter at the front with warning system

Air-conditioning at the front including dust and pollen filter

Thermally insulated glass in the side windows (from the second row), medium tint

Driver seat and single passenger seat in comfort design with fabric cover,
armrest and lumbar support

Rollover protection system

Lockable glove compartment
Start-stop system

Halogen projector headlights with LED daytime running lights and
fog lights with static cornering lights

On-board computer

Low-beam headlights and delayed headlight control

Second key, folding, with remote control

Ford Easy-Fuel (capless system for foolproof refuelling)

Central locking with remote control

Park Pilot system, front and rear

Steering column, adjustable height and range

Emergency Brake Assist

Front interior lighting with reading lamps and delay setting

Airbag on driver and front passenger side

Exterior mirrors, electrically heated and adjustable, with integrated indicators

Anti-lock braking system (ABS) with electronic brakeforce distribution (EBD)

Electric front windows with “quick up/down” switch for the driver side

Side Wind Stabilisation

Sliding door on the right-hand side

Cruise control

Front and rear bumpers partially painted in vehicle colour

Heating/gas

Radiator grille with 3 bars and plastic edging, black

Diesel parking heater

Rubbing strips, black plastic

Prepared for 1.8 kg gas bottle

Opening windows right and left (in second row side windows)

Camping equipment

Thermally insulated glass in the side windows (from the second row), medium tint

95 Ah superstructure battery

Tailgate with heated rear window + rear wiper

Gas burner in the rear

Superstructure
Pop top roof, black, with panorama function and double-sprung sleeping area
Roof rails on both sides
Side wall panelling
Multifunction table
Rotating front seats
Storage boxes, removable
Sandwich floor
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STANDARD FEATURES

Hill Start Assist

Equipment variants
Features

Camp One

Camp Two

Lane-Keeping Aid with Driver Alert and High Beam Assist





Fixed tow bar





Vision Package 3
Heated windscreen, screen wash sensor; with exterior mirror, electrically folding; windscreen
wipers with rain sensor; head lamp assist with day/night sensor, Lane Assist with Driver Alert
and High Beam, reversing camera with image transmission of the rearward driving path on the
multifunction display





Audio System 21
Ford audio system with 8” multifunction display, Connected Radio, FordPass Connect, 8" TFT
multifunction display, two speakers for pop top roof, antenna, integrated control panel and audio
remote control on the steering wheel, supports Android Auto and Apple Car Play, digital radio
reception DAB+ (digital audio broadcasting)



Audio System 25
As for Audio System 21, additionally with Ford SYNC3 with AppLink and navigation system,
acoustic and visual route guidance, dynamic navigation with expanded travel information
system (TMCpro), lane recommendation, road maps for Europe (integrated memory), LiveTraffic,
extended voice control, extended voice output, detailed visualisation, fast destination search for
addresses and POI in one input box (One Box search), additionally with intelligent speed control
system, adaptive cruise control (iACC – Intelligent Adaptive Cruise Control), Lane-Keeping Aid,
Traffic Sign Recognition and Driver Alert
Step for sliding door on the right-hand side





Active Park Assist




Bi-xenon headlights



2 gooseneck lights with USB ports in the pop top roof





Diesel parking heater with wall-mounted control panel and height switch





Sleep bench can be moved on rails





Outdoor shower





32 l cool/freezer box, mobile, removable at the module position



Optional equipment
FORD TRANSIT CUSTOM 2.0L D 130 HP 3.2 t automatic transmission
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Your Dethleffs dealer.

02.22

Specifications subject to change without prior notice.
Errors excepted.
Some of the images in this catalogue show decorative elements
that are not included in the delivery as well as optional extras and
accessories not included in the starting price. Your Dethleffs dealer will
be pleased to provide you with information on technology, equipment
and prices. Colours may deviate due to printing technology.
The weight of the vehicle in running order as per Regulation (EU)
1230/2012 includes the unladen weight of the vehicle (vehicle dead
weight including the driver [75 kg] and fuel tank 90 % full) and the
following basic equipment: filled water tank (with reduced water tank
volume for the journey, see technical data), 100 % filled gas bottle with
2.8 kg filling.
The total mass and the axle weights must not be exceeded as a result
of personal items, passengers and optional equipment. Installing
optional equipment increases the unladen weight of the vehicle and
reduces the payload by the stated weights.

Dethleffs GmbH & Co. KG
Arist-Dethleffs-Straße 12 · D-88316 Isny im Allgäu
www.dethleffs.com · info@dethleffs.com

